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similar works, that to the height of 10 or 12 feet, it was found by

experience, Cheshire marle retains its shape sufficiently well; but when

the height required amounts to 50,60 or 70 feet, no estimate can safely

be made, and the enterprise ought not to be hazarded.

DRAINAGE OF THE FEN COXTNTRY, AND ESPECIALLY OF THE

BEDFORD LEVEL.

[See Plate 32.]

Having for ten years been employed upon sundry improvements in

the drainage and navigation of the great Fen Level, in the counties of

Cambridge, Norfolk and Lincoln, I have now to give a general descrip-

tion of the former and present state of this singularly interesting district.

To enter at large into its historical details has occupied volumes; but

sufficient information may be acquired by having recourse to the excellent
Map, published in 1830, and accompanied by two octavo volumes,
the work of Mr. Samuel Wells, who, in his office of registrar to the

Bedford Level Corporation, has access to all existing documents, by

means of which he has been enabled to select and record whatsoever is
most valuable respecting this truly national improvement.

The great Fen district comprehends the low lands lying on each side

of the bay called the Wash, which divides the. counties of Norfolk and

Lincoln, and occupies a space which, measured from Cambridge to a line

drawn between Lincoln and Wainfleet, is about 60 miles in length, and
not less than 20 to 30 in breadth. This extensive flat is bounded

by the higher lands of the six counties of Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge,

Huntingdon, Northampton and Lincoln; the area of the Bedford Level

exclusively being about 530 English square miles, and therefore 400
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92 EARLY STATE OF THE FEN DISTRICT.

square miles geographical,* or 340,000 English acres, and those the

most productive in Great Britain.

Eleven natural drains or rivers carry off the high land waters, and

may be enumerated from west to east; viz., the Witham, the Glin, the

Welland, the Nene, the Cam, the Great Ouse, the Lark, the Brandon

or Little Ouse, the Stoke and the Wissey. All these are collected

into four outfalls; viz., the Witham, the Welland, the Nene and the

Ouse.

The eastern high lands of Norfolk and Suffblk, as also the wolds of

Lincoln, consist of chalk; directly westward, the high grounds are

sandstone and oolite ; the substratum of the great level is alluvial

marle or sand, formed by the deposition of the upland waters, wherever

met by the tidal waters. This deposit, when accumulated higher than

the neap-tides, becomes salt-marshes, only overflowed by spring-tides;

and vegetation, by partially intercepting the sediment of the upland

waters, gradually raises the surface, and in process of tune constitutes

fens, through which, as being extensive flats, the rivers find their

way with such uncertainty, as sometimes to form new channels for

themselves. When the surface of the fen was thus raised to the highest

* The area contained in an English square mile as compared to that in a geographical
square mile, is so nearly as three to four, that for all practical purposes that proportion
may safely be used. It results from eight miles. English being equal to seven miles
geographical, as measured on the miles of latitude on the edges of every map; which also
may be more safely referred to for the mensuration of distances on a map, than the
avowed scale, which from, too frequent negligence, or as being engraved on the copper-
plate from an insertion on a proof impression, is frequently inaccurate; the last-mentioned
cause of error arising from the shrinking of the damp paper of a proof-sheet.

By an easy application of the above proportions, it will be seen that the inhabitants
of every civilized nation may ascertain the proportion of English measures of length
and area with their own; so that mention of the geographical square miles in the test,
will indicate to the foreign reader the extent of the Bedford level.
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level of the spring-tides, vegetation and the deposit of upland floods
accomplished the rest, until, during this process, the stronger plants and
bushes established themselves, and formed a jungle; and considering

the small advance of the natives from a savage state until the arrival
of the Romans, and that the uplands were still entangled forests, we
may safely conclude that these conquerors found the fen country

a dreary expanse of such jungle of morass and bog. The Romans
having conquered and explored England, and having retained posses-
sion of it for three centuries, had full opportunity of discovering

the best means of improvement; and as the natives were not suffered
to meddle with warlike operations, they are known to have been made
unsparingly subservient to laborious purposes, especially to making

military roads. Their masters being well acquainted with the value of
the low lands of Italy, especially of those in the valley of the Po, it
would readily occur to them, that by clearing and embanking these

extensive fens, the alluvial or marly soil might be immediately rendered
productive. Banks still attributed to the Romans are visible near
Wisbeach and Lynn, and the Carr-Dyke may be traced almost from

Peterborough to Lincoln; the line of forts or stations round the fens at
Horsey near Stand-ground, at Erith, Bodsey and Worlich, in the parish
of Ramsey, also in the parish of Willingham, afford convincing evidence

of the estimation in which the Romans held the Fen district.

After the departure of the Romans, in the year 422, during the

domination of the Saxons, Danes and Normans, nothing is known
respecting fen drainage. Mankind seem, during 1,000 years, to have
been unceasingly engaged in turbulence and war, the only patrons of

civil improvement being the churchmen, who had established religious

houses on the dry grounds which rise like islands in the fens, as at
Peterborough, Ely, Ramsey, Crowland and Thorney; these places
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94 EARLY DRAINAGE OF THE FEN DISTRICT.

having been selected chiefly for security from the rude warriors, partly
no doubt for fishery, with freedom to cultivate and enjoy the produce
of the lands attached to their religious communities ;—and the church-
men having, in their journeys to Rome, had opportunity of observing
the benefits derivable from embanking the estuaries of great rivers,
and cultivating the low lands so gained;—having also the example
of fragments of Roman banks at Wisbeach and at Lynn, we cannot

suppose them so devoid of sagacity as not to attempt repossession of

the fen lands, especially as a thousand years' additional accumulation
from the upland floods and tidal waters had not only raised the surface
of the fen land, but increased the marsh forelands outside the Roman
banks, so that in deepening the Wisbeach River in 1635, the workmen,
at eight feet below the bottom of the river, discovered in various places

seven ancient boats; and at Whittlesey, eight feet under a peat stratum,
was found a regular surface, with swathes of grass on it, as if newly
mown. The ancient causeway from Denver to Peterborough is covered

with moorish soil from three to five feet; and in founding the new

sluice at Boston, a smith's forge and tools were found 16 feet under the
present surface, and the roots of trees standing undisturbed in their

natural position.

From the time of the Saxons until the Reformation, the care of the

Fens seems to have devolved on the various monasteries there situate.
In the reign of Henry VIII., an Act for regulating the Commissioners
of Sewers was passed, but it specifies no powers for making new drains.
In the reign of Elizabeth, the spirit of improvement began to revive,

from the persecution of Protestants in the Netherlands, and from the
massacre of St. Bartholomew in France; so that many foreigners in
the 15th Elizabeth (1572) appear to have been settled in the vicinity

of Wisbeach, Thorney and Whittlesey; and in the 20th Elizabeth an
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EARLY DRAINAGE OF THE FEN DISTRICT. 95

Act was passed for draining the north level of the fens near Clowes
Cross. In the 43d of Elizabeth (1600) a general Drainage Act was
passed, extending to all the marshes and drowned lands in England.

It is understood that this Act was originally prepared under the
direction of Lord Burghley; but he dying in 1598, his aid was lost, and
Queen Elizabeth, died in 1602-3.

James I. then succeeded to the Crown, and in the second year of his
reign he entered eagerly into the scheme of drainage, and agreed to a
taxation of the Crown lands for that purpose; he then appointed
Henry Totnall and John Hunt as commissioners, to treat with the

parties interested, and Richard Atkins was employed to bore the fens
11 feet deep. The plan of drainage was to form a new channel for
the Nene, from the town of March to its junction with the Ouse at
Salter's Lode ; also a strait channel from the Ouse at Erith to near the
same place, where the Ouse at low-water was 10 feet below the soil of
the fens: the first, called Popham's Eau, has since been, executed; the

latter is the Bedford River. Sluices were also proposed by him at the

two branches of the Ouse, at the head of the New-cut; the land to be
drained altogether, by Hay ward's survey, being 3075242 acres. On
the 13th of July 1605, Sir John Popham, Lord Chief Justice. Sir
Robert Fleming, Chief Baron of the Exchequer, and others, were
declared undertakers of the drainage of all the fens between the Ouse
and Deeping, taking for their own share 130,000 acres. On the 5th of
August 1603, Hunt and Atkins commenced Popham's Eau, which was
opened 21st of December to Upwall, but early in the following year it
broke its banks and was stopped. In 1606, a Bill was brought in to

regulate the drainage, and Popham's Eau was enlarged. In 1613, a
very high tide broke the dykes at Marshland, with damage to the
amount of £. 40,000.
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96 EARLY DRAINAGE OF THE FES DISTRICT.

Little effectual progress in draining the Fens was made during the

remainder of this reign, but in the 6th of Charles I. (1631) it was

resumed. A session of Sewers was held at King's Lynn on the 1st

September, 46 commissioners being present, when a contract was

entered into with Sir Cornelius Venmuyden for draining the Great Level,

of which he was to have 95,000 acres. This man was a Zealander, his

parents residing at St. Martin's Dyke, in the Island of Tholen, near the

mouth of the Scheldt; he was brought over by James I, and his first

work in England was embanking the Dagenham Marshes ; he next

undertook the drainage of Hatfield Chase near Doncaster, and accom-

plished it in five years, froni 1626 to 1631.*

* All discussions relative to the drainage of the Fens which centre in the county of
Cambridge, are much embarrassed by the remnant of Vermuyden's practice, which is
still pursued by manyT for want of a public exposure of the misapplication of Dutch
drainage, which has now prevailed in the Bedford Level during two hundred years; and
although Mr. Telford, by clearing and regulating the Nene Outfall, has now practically
shown the efficacy of a different principle, many Fen-men who see and admire that signal
improvement, depart without acquiring such intimate knowledge of cause and effect, as
should prompt them to go and do likewise; so that an unlearned arid familiar exposition
may not be without its use, and the sensible intentions of the early engineers in the
time of Charles the First, supported by the recommendation of Kinderley in 1751, and
of Brindley in his mature age, all pointing at Mr.Telford's adopted mode of drainage,
may obtain due weight among the inhabitants of the Fens.

The Dutch province of Zealand (as its name seems to denote) consists mostly of land
gained from the sea; so that the experience of its inhabitants in repelling the sea
by embankments skilfully made and well protected, is derived from remote antiquity.
Therefore after several attempts, and as many failures of those who undertook to drain
the Cambridgeshire Fens, nothing was more obvious than to have, recourse to Zealand
for an experienced engineer, and Vermuyden was recommended to the King as deserving
that character. Nor can we wonder that a man whose reputation was exclusively derived
from Zealand practice, did not possess an enlarged mind and sagacity which would
have shown him, that in the English Fens he had to deal with a case different in all
things from Dutch drainage, except in the art of consolidating embankments and
sea-walls.

To understand the aim of Vennuyden, the reader must call to mind that many great
rivers carry to the sea such a quantity of alluvial earth as to form what is usually called a
Delta (from the form of the Greek letter r), a word always used in speaking of Egypt and
the river Nile; and the Danube in Europe, the Ganges and Burrampooter in India, and the
river Amazon in South America, furnish instances of the same kind. Many other rivers,
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Vermuyden being a foreigner, the inhabitants of the Fens violently

opposed his being the undertaker, and petitioned the then Earl of

equally well known, carry down no such quantity of alluvial earth, or they deposit it in such
large or deep valleys at the entrance of the river into the sea, that the effect is not other-
wise perceptible than by shoals or submarine banks, which require care and pilotage.

Other great rivers, of an intermediate character, deposit mud-banks wherever their
current is met by the tide, which happens at very different distances from the river-mouth,
in different states of the tide; and thus are formed mud-banks of considerable extent.
These, in process of time, acquire such accretion as raises them to the level of spring-
tides, sometimes above it, and thus they become subjected to the industry of man. Such
are the islands which constitute the province of Zealand, alluvial deposits brought down
from the southern part of Germany by the Scheld and the Rhine, the last of which rivers,
earlier than the date of history, in its struggles to reach the ocean, created the province of
Holland, still marked by ancient channels, and a small branch of the Rhine at Leyden.

The successive embankments, called Polders, which have secured and enlarged the
Zealand islands, are still in progress, inasmuch that, in the year 1811, the inhabitants are
known to have added two small mud-islands, and the intermediate channels, to the south-
east part of Walcheren.. Wo natural rivers exist in the flat surface of the Zealand islands
so that drainage is there confined to the simple process of pumping and discharging over
the sea-wall all superfluous rain-water which fells on the Polder.

But the Cambridgeshire Fens presented serious difficulties of another kind; the rivers
which water several counties have long since filled with alluvial deposit the space between
Lincolnshire (which has its Holland) and the county of Norfolk; and as these rivers
cannot turn aside, they must pass through or over their own deposit, and if impeded
by nature, or the erroneous industry of man, they produce land-floods, which do
much damage, and moreover create a constant expenditure in windmills and artificial
channels to prevent the water from overtopping every embankment, drowning the cattle,
and reducing this fertile region to general desolation. In more than one instance, a large
tract of land is inclosed between banks for the more ready discharge of land-floods (which
thus confined acquire a higher level), and to serve as a receptacle of water at the
commencement of such flood. In ancient Egypt, prodigious excavations seem to have
been made for the latter purpose, or to receive superfluous water when the rise of the
Nile was excessive.

To such precautions Vermuyden naturally had recourse, and his Zealand habits had so
strongly riveted his attention to danger from inroads of the ocean, that he inserted
sluices and flood-gates,at the end of all his drains, which being successively choked,
have, from time to time, been replaced by others, and the natural river-courses thereby
confounded one with another across the whole surface of the Fen. It did not occur to
Vermuyden that the sea never rising above a height easily known from experience of the
tides and winds, effectual safeguards are there practicable by banks of limited dimensions,
while a land-flood rises indefinitely, and in proportion to the obstacles opposed to it.
Hence it may be inferred that the true principle of draining the Fens, requires nothing
more for its accomplishment than a free passage of all inland waters to the sea; which
passage should be in as strait a direction as possible, because the current of water is
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Bedford (who possessed 20,000 acres in Thorney and Whittlesey) to be

at the head of a company of adventurers. The contract with the Earl

is usually called the Lynn Law, and is dated 13th January 1630. Its

authority is founded on a commission from the Crown, and it was

ratified by the power and jurisdiction of the Commissioners of Sewers,

and ultimately enrolled in the High Court of Chancery. The works
executed by the Earl and his participants were as follows:—

1. The old Bedford River, from Erith to Salter's Lode, 21 miles

long, and 70 feet wide.

2. Same cut, from Feltwell in Norfolk to the River Ouse.

3. A new cut near Ely, called Sandy's Cut, 2 miles long, and 40

feet wide.

4. Bevills Learn, from Whittlesey-mere to Guyhorn, 10 miles long,

and 40 feet wide.

5. Morton's Learn.

6. Peakirk Drain, 10 miles long, and 17 feet wide.

7. New South Eau, from Crowland to Clowes Cross.

regulated by the declivity obtained; and It is evident if in a direct course three or four
inches perpendicular in a mile, do but insure a moderate current, that a circuitous course
of two miles between the same points will produce no current, and in dry weather become
a weedy stagnant pool, as is experienced in inland drainage. The effect of the sea-tides,
abandoned by Vermuyden to chance, below Denver-Sluice, on the east side of the Fens
(now remedied by the Eau-brink Cut), and below Wisbeach Town on the west (now
remedied by the Nene Outfall), may be seen on the general Map of the Fens (Plate 32),
and more particularly in Plates 33 and 34; the respective channels to sea-ward having
been circuitous, Irregular and twice the length of a strait line; yet so prevalent and
enduring has been the error of Vermuyden, that in the year 1814, Mr.Rennie, then at the
head of his profession, did not venture to suggest a better remedy than a tide-lock below
Wisbeach; which town,with Its bridge and narrowed channel of the river Nene, continues
to operate as an imperfect Sluice, less injurious in proportion as the obstruction is less
complete.
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8. Hill's Cut, near Peterborough, 2 miles long, and 50 feet wide.

9. Shire-Drain, from Clowes Cross to Tyd and the sea.

10. Two Sluices on the Shire-Drain; a clow at Clowes Cross ; a great
Sasse at the end of the well-creek at Salter's Lode ; another stone sluice
at the mouth of the Bedford River; a sluice at Erith; and above all,
the great sluice at the Horse-shoe, below Wisbeach, to keep the tide

out of Morton's Learn.*

* The technical fen-drainage words in the above paragraph and some others which
elsewhere occur, seem to require explanation:—

Clow  or dough (as plow, plough) is that kind of sluice in which the aperture is
regulated by a board sliding in a frame and grooves, like a portcullis (porte-coulise) in
ancient fortification.

Sasse is a narigable sluice; sasser, to sift, to pass through at pleasure.
Learn, is an artificial cut or channel, whereby water is drawn or taken from its natural

course, and carried in a direct line towards its outfall into the sea. Bishop Morton's
Learn seems to have been the earliest, and he might have so named it from the Greek

fact, and perhaps learn ; but this derivation is, uncertain.
Stawich or stank, an occasional stoppage of water by upright boards, or otherwise ;

the common phrase ' to stanch blood' is the obvious derivation.
Gowt or gate, is a limited passage for water, perhaps adopted from the common

words 'gut' or 'gutter.'
Lode is a word derived from the Saxon, and used in composition to express any thing

which leads, as load-stone, lode-star, by -which the mariner is led in his due course; and
a drainage lode does the same thing with superfluous wafer.

Wash signifies a surface, sometimes, but not always, covered by water; thus the estuary
into which water is discharged from the fens is called The Wash; and large spaces in
the fens, inclosed by strong banks, which run parallel to the rivers at some distance, are
called Washes, being in fact occasional receptacles for river-floods. They become
necessary from the Vermuyden principle of obstructing natural outfalls by sluices; and
a breach in the bank of a Wash inundates a large district. Dreadful misfortunes from
this cause are remembered in the Fens, and the danger increases from the alluvial mud,
which is always deposited by water retarded in its course, and which has raised the
surface of the Washes six feet higher than that of the adjacent fen.

Foreland is a space left between the base of a bank, and an adjacent drainage cut or
river, so as to favour the stability of the bank.

Catch-water drain, a trench with a bank on the lower side of it, carried horizontally
along the slope of any rising ground, so as to prevent the water from above inundating
the land below the said trench; and by such prevention securing, or at least facilitating,
its drainage. Sir Joseph Banks used to say, that his reputation never did so much good,
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In the 10th of Charles I. (1635) a charter of corporation was granted
to the Earl and participants, and a general survey was made by

Hayward, and delivered in upon oath in 1637. The Great Level was

only to be made summer level. A session of Commissioners of Sewers,

held at Huntingdon in the same year, declared the contract fulfilled,

and ordered 9-5,000 acres to be set out, his Majesty's surveyor assisting;

but the Earl was only to make summer lands. The Earl had always
employed Vermuyden, who was very obnoxious in the Fens, but he

had been employed by the King. The St. Ive's Law was reversed, and

the King declared the undertaker, and to make winter lands; the

works made by the King are as follow :

1st. A bank on the south side of Morton's Learn, from Peterborough

to Wisbeach; a sluice at Stand-Ground, and a strait bank on

as in enabling him to prevail with his country neighbours, so far as to influence 25 parishes
to agree unanimously on. the drainage of Wildmore Fen (north of Boston, in the
county of Lincoln); these parishes all possessing some interest in the fen., as far as it
was accessible. For the purpose of effectually draining the Wildmore Fen, which had
no outlet, the late Mr. Rennie surrounded it and the adjacent fen lands, to the extent
of 75,000 acres, with a catch-water drain. The lower part of this fen, to the amount of
15,000 acres, had always been in such a state as not to have been appropriated, and this
watery waste has been formed into seven townships or chapelries by Act of Parliament,
passed in the year 1812;—these townships contained 1,175 inhabitants in the year 1831,
The land inclosed by the catch-water dram is supposed to be now worth £.50 per acre;
a property of no small amount, partly created (as already described) and generally
improved by the catch-water drain plan, never so extensively or more successfully
applied than in this instance by Mr. Hennie, who thus increased the productive surface
of Great Britain, in a manner which proved his superior skill in a very important branch
of his profession.

Sir Joseph Banks considered that his share of the expense of the drainage (which in
all cost £.650,000) amounted to £.100,000, and his final gain, by improvement of his
landed property, to about £. 200,000.

If some of the. drainage words above explained do not occur in this volume, they will
be found applicable to the general subject of fen-drainage, and especially to Sir John
Rennie's Report (December 1836) on the proposed navigation of the river Nene to
Peterborough, and the drainage of the lands adjoining.
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the north side of Morton's Learn, at a distance of half' a mile

to a mile from it; thus leaving a wash upwards of 12 miles in

length.

2d. A new river between the stone sluice at the Horse-shoe, and the

sea below Wisbeach, 60 feet wide and 21/2 miles long, with

banks on both sides.

3d. A sluice on the Shire-Drain, below Tyd, afterwards swallowed by

the quicksands.

These works, however, not having been, completed, no drainage was

effected; and the good Earl died in 1641, the victim of disappointed

hopes.

Oliver Cromwell was born at Huntingdon, and, as a Commissioner,

defeated the object of the Commission held by order of the King at

Huntingdon, 12th April 1639. After the death of King Charles in

1649, an Act was passed for draining the Great Fens in the counties

of Norfolk, Suffolk, Northampton, Cambridge, Huntingdon, Lincoln and

the Isle of Ely, which finally settled the drainage. Oliver Cromwell

used all his influence in favour of this Act or Ordinance, and was

formally thanked by its other promoters.

Vermuyden divided the Fens into the North, the Middle, and the

South Levels. The space between the Welland and the Nene rivers

was called the North Level. The Welland was protected by a bank,

beginning at Peakirk, extending to Crowland, and joining the Holland

bank at Brotherhouse. This bank is 70 feet wide at the base, and

8 feet high. The waters are confined by a like bank from Peterborough

to Gayhern; and on this occasion, the Shire-Drain and other water-
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courses were scoured out and deepened, the outfall-sluice being placed

at Tyd St. Giles.

The Middle Level, eastward of the river. Nene, was protected by

Stand-Ground Sluice, and by a bank from it to Guyhern, where it

joins the great Waldersea bank. The waters of the Ouse were confined

by a bank from the high land of Over to Hermitage, near Erith,

where a sluice turned the upland floods north-eastward by Ely into
the New Bedford, or Hundred-feet Drain, which commenced near Her-

mitage, and extended to Denver Sluice, with a bank on the south side,

60 feet wide at the base, 10 feet wide at the top, and 8 feet high;
and another parallel bank on the north side, enclosing a space or

Wash between them of 5,000 acres ; added to these were Vermuyden's

Drain of 40 feet, from Welshe's Drain to the River Nene, near Ramsey-

mere, and sundry other drains. The Tongs Drain (or Marshland Cut)

had sluices at each end ; and in order to turn the tidal waters into the

Hundred-feet Drain, and prevent them from flowing up to Littleport,

Denver Sluice was constructed.

In the South Level, the principal work was a new river channel, 120

feet wide and 10 feet deep, from Denver Sluice to Stow Bridge, known

by the name of St. John's or Downham Eau, and sluices were constructed

at each end. Two new sluices were made at Salter's Lode, and the

mouth of the Old Bedford river, to prevent the influx of the tidal water

into the Middle Level; a dam was also made across the Old Bedford

river, called Welshe's Dam, to turn the water of the Forty-feet Drain into

the Old Bedford river, or to the outfall at Salter's Lode. A great

number of roads, bridges and forelands were made in all the fens. The

forelands, in general, are 60 feet wide.
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Sir Cornelius Vermuyden had the honour of knighthood conferred on

him in 1629; and published his discourse as to fen drainage in 1642.
He died not in affluent circumstances. His radical error was the

substituting artificial strait cuts, and placing sluices upon them and

also upon the natural rivers, instead of embanking the latter, and

suffering the tidal waters to flow into the interior of the country;

and in this he was suffered to persevere by the King, and afterwards

by the Earl of Bedford, although against the opinion of all other

engineers who were consulted. Bishop Morton had long before

introduced the same principle by forming the Morton's Learn.

In 1658, Oliver Cromwell died, and on the Restoration in 1660,

a temporary Drainage Act was passed ; in 1661 another such Act, and

in 1663 a general Drainage Act, establishing the Corporation of the

Bedford Level.

The first mention of drainage by mills is in an order made at a meeting

held in 1678, which bears that the surveyors of the Levels should each

buy a mill; and in 1699, complaint was made of injuries from mills

erected by one Green, near Slade Lode. From this time mills became

universal. In 1713, Denver Sluice was undermined by the water, and

blown up; nor was it rebuilt till 1748, from a plan furnished by Labely,

the engineer and architect of Westminster Bridge.

The outfall of the waters of the Middle and South Levels having, for

many years past, since the decay of Wisbeach, relied upon the river at

King's Lynn, it was of great importance both to the drainage and navi-
gation to preserve a deep channel; but, owing to Denver and other

sluices preventing the flux .and reflux of the tide, the lower parts of

the river between Denver and Lynn had silted up considerably; and
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even four miles below Lynn, although the river, was wide, the navigable

channel was circuitous, and impeded by shoals.

Many years previously it had been proposed by Mr. Badeslade to cut

a new channel in a strait direction, between Lynn and St. German's

Bridge, and thus (by shortening the distance nearly one-half) increasing

the velocity, so as to create in the. tide-way a power of scouring and

deepening. Many conferences were held, and a variety of opinions

expressed. The inhabitants of Lynn insisted that the increased velocity

would sweep away the town, while the owners of fen lands dreaded the

expense, and those interested in the navigation doubted the efficacy

of the plan proposed ; yet a Bill was brought into Parliament, and,

after violent opposition, continued through two sessions, an Act was

passed in 1795, the cost of obtaining which was then unexampled,

being not less than £. 12,000.

Although an Act was thus obtained (known as the Eau-Brink Act),

contention did not cease, and the limited time (being five years) was

allowed to elapse without any practical operations being commenced,

so that the projected improvements lay dormant during twenty years,

until 1816 or l817, when another Act was obtained, raising the tax to

2s. per acre, and extending the time; but as there are two distinct

boards of Commissioners, one for drainage, the other for navigation,

they each had the power of appointing an engineer, and Sir Thomas

Hyde Page was employed for the navigation, Mr. Robert Mylne for the

drainage. These engineers differed as to the dimensions of the intended

Eau-Brink Cut, which therefore were finally, determined by Mr. Joseph

Huddart, as umpire.* Sir Thomas Page then resigned his office, and

* See copy of his Award in Appendix (G.)
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Mr. R. Mylne dying previously to the commencement of the work, the

late Mr, John Rennie succeeded Mr. Mylne, and in 1818 prepared the

working plans and specifications, in which some, progress was made;

but in a short time renewed contentions determined the Navigation

Commissioners also to appoint an engineer, and I was solicited by them

to act in that capacity, to which, after some hesitation I agreed, and,

in concert with Mr. Rennie, directed the works until the cut was opened

in 1821. This work was performed under contract by Messrs. Jolliffe

and Banks, and by them also an extensive timber bridge was con-

structed over the lower end of the cut, in the middle of which bridge

is a drawbridge to admit the passage of masted vessels. Although

executed fully to the dimensions fixed by the umpires the capacity of

the Eau-Brink Cut was, upon trial, found to be too small for the

river, and was, by my advice, enlarged one-third,* which was also

performed by Messrs. Jolliffe and Banks, at an_expense of £.33,000.

The effect of the new cut, after this enlargement, has exceeded

expectation. During the first winter after it was opened, the river-

channel from Denver Sluice to Lynn was scoured and deepened five feet,

on an average; and the mud thus removed being met by the tidal

water, at the lower end of the cut at Lynn (below the new timber

bridge) was carried up the old river-course, and silted the upper part of

it with a twenty-feet sediment in that short space of time ; nor did this

accretion of soil cease until nearly the whole of the old channel, about

six miles in length and half a mile in breadth, was converted into

valuable pasture. Between Lynn and Denver Sluice, the whole bed

of the river Ouse, including the Eau-Brink Cut (which now forms the

lower portion of that river) has since gradually deepened itself nearly
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fifteen feet, on an average; so that the outfall sluices of the drains on

each side of the river, and the beds of the drains may now be lowered to

a corresponding extent, and the expense and uncertainty of windmills

may be in a great measure avoided. Advantage, however, has not been

taken of the improved means of drainage afforded by the Eau-Brink

Cut in the interior of the Middle and South Levels, so that there are

nearly as many windmills as ever, but their efficiency is increased by the

more rapid discharge of waters resulting from the improved outfall.

In regard to the town and harbour of Lynn, the effects of the new

cut have been very different from what was expected by the alarmed

inhabitants; for the new river, instead of undercutting the wharfs on

the town side, has taken a direct course to sea, and thereby deposited

a great body of sand and mud in front of the warehouses and quays,

where the vessels formerly lay, which is felt to be a serious inconvenience;

and this has happened, although the channel has been considerably

restrained and narrowed by jettees, projecting from the opposite or west

side of the river; so that, unless the quays are widened and brought

forward, the jettees must be considerably extended.

The Eau-Brink works (previously to the last-mentioned enlargement)

and the sluices on the South Level having all been set out and con-

siderably advanced previous to my appointment, and the drainage

Commissioners having the chief management, it is to their engineer, the

late Mr. Rennie, that the planning of those several works is due ; and he

had the satisfaction to witness the cut successfully opened in July 1821.

But that able and eminent man. after a long and useful life, sank under

a lingering illness on the l6th of October of the same year. His son

(then a young man) succeeded his father as engineer of drainage,

and was associated with me in the remaining part of the business.
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THE NENE OUTFALL.

Having acted as joint engineer with Sir John Rennie in conducting

the execution of the Nene Outfall, and singly as the chief engineer in
advising and executing the new drainage of the North Level, I must

beg leave to give some account of the origin and progress of those works.

In the incongruous establishment for the management of the Bedford
Level, jealousies, contention and confusion have been perpetually in

action. It will be recollected that in the year 1697 the great level of
the fens was partitioned by Vermuyden into the North, Middle and

South Levels; an injudicious distinction, from the unavoidable connexion

of the water-courses and banks of the several levels, and the opposition
of interests thus created.

The North Level contains all that part of the Great Bedford Level
which is situated between the north side of Morton's Leam and the south
side of the river Welland. In the year 1728 the debt of the whole

Level was £. 17,150 ; and in 1753 the Middle and South Levels were
indebted to the Duke of Bedford and the Earl of Lincoln £. 18,000.
Under the sanction of the Duke, the first North Level Act was obtained,

the debts due to these noblemen were liberally cancelled, and the several
accounts between the Levels and their creditors mutually adjusted; and
to prevent the like difficulty from again occurring, it was provided that

the lands of the North Level should Tbe completely discharged from the
payment of the residue of the debt owing in 1728, and from a debt of
£. 13,000, contracted since that time, as well as from all other debts due
by the Corporation for works in the North Level, and that it should not
be thereafter liable to the payment of any debts contracted by the
Middle or South Levels, nor those levels be subject to debts contracted

by the North Level proprietors ; and a separate body of commissioners
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was created for managing the drainage of the North Level in a great

measure independent of the original Bedford Level Corporation,

The North Level (including Portsand) is divided  into five DISTRICTS

containing together about 39,622 acres of rateable or taxable lands.

The first, containing 4,489 acres, is bounded on the west by the rising

lands of the Soke or Jurisdiction of Peterborough, from which it is

separated by the Car-Dyke; on the north by the river Welland, and

a part of a drain called the Old South Eau ; and on the east and south,

by a ridge of land running from a place called the Black Horse to

the town of Eye, where this ridge meets the ancient Car-Dyke.

The second district contains 3,643 acres, and is bounded on the

north-west by the aforesaid rising lands; on the north by the said

ridge and Thorney-Dyke; on the west by Car-Dyke; on the south

by the Counter-Drain, and the north bank of Morton's Leam, and on

the east by Knar-lake.

The third district, or Thorney-Lordship. containing 17,588 acres,

is bounded on the south by Thorney-Dyke, and on the west by

Catswater, on the east by Gold-Dyke, and on the north by the Old

South Eau.

The fourth, district contains 6,449 acres; it is separated from Thorney-

Lordship by Gold-Dyke, and from the Wisbeach Hundred Drainage,

by the Old South Eau ; on the south-east it abuts against the Counter-

Drain and the north bank of Morton's Leam; and on the opposite

side, against the Old South Eau.

The f i f th district (or Great Portsand) contains 7,451 acres, and is

on the south bounded by the Old South Eau, on the north by Asen-
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Dyke, on the west by the river Welland and on the east by Shephay-
Bank. This district is not part of the Great Bedford Level, but was
united with the North Level, for the purposes of drainage by Act of
Parliament in 1753.

The water from the above five districts was conveyed to Clows-Cross

by the Old and New South Eau channels, and from thence by the

old Shire-Drain to the river Nene, at Gunthorpe Sluice.

The general drainage works are under the control of the North Level

committee, consisting of eighteen commissioners, six from the third
district and three from each of the others; within the five districts
were one steam-engine, and above thirty water engines.

The whole of the North Level contains about 48,000 acres, of which

Newborough (5,276 acres) and Sutton St. Edmund's Commons, Flag-

fen, &c. (in ail about 3,000 acres) are exempt from the general North

Level taxes.

Although Kinderley's Cat (executed in the year 1773), by rendering
a part of the channel of the Nene more direct, and defining it to a
regular width, improved both the navigation and drainage, yet as the
outfall to seaward terminated above South Holland Sluice, it was ob-
structed by the great mass of sand at Sutton Washway, which rendered
the navigation shallow and precarious, and, by choking and retaining

stagnant water against the South Holland arid Gunthorpe Sluices, sub-
jected the lands in South Holland and in the North Level to an imperfect

drainage. The sands at the wash way continuing to increase, threatened
in time to destroy the outfall of the Wisbeach River. This was not
unobserved by the Duke of Bedford's agents, and the enlightened land-
owners and occupiers in the North Level ; they were also aware, that at
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the distance of about four miles north of Sutton Washway, at a place
called the Eye, the difference of level, when compared with the Sutton
Washway, was twelve feet; so that, if the outfall of that river were

carried on strait to that place, nearly twelve feet additional fall

might be obtained. This at last became so obvious that the parties
interested employed the late Mr. Rennie to investigate the matter, and

report on a proper plan for the drainage of the North Level, and
improvement of the navigation of the river Nene.

Mr. Rennie performed this important service in his usually careful and
masterly manner ; and, after causing the necessary levels to be taken,
he furnished in January 1814 a general Report, in which he recom-

mended the commencement of a cut at Crab-hole Eye anchorage ; and
entering the embanked lands at Lutton-Leam Sluice, there to construct
a tide-lock for the navigation, with draw-doors and an extensive over-

fall for the river, and proceeding by an artificial cut up the embanked
marshes in a direct line to Kinderley's Cut, from thence to deepen the
present river to the Horse-shoe ; and from that place to pass (by another
new cut) in a direct line to Rummer's Mill, leaving the town of Wis-
beach considerably to the left, and from Rummer's Mill deepening and
improving the channel to Peterborough. The Wisbeach Corporation
were dissatisfied at the intended removal of the river from their town,
and claimed the privilege of taking the opinion of another engineer.

It was on that occasion, in 1831, that I was employed by the town

of Wisbeach to examine and report upon the improvement of the
river, more especially adjacent to the town. On the 31st May of that

year, after a careful inspection, I made a Report, in which I approved
of making a new cut from Crab-hole to Kinderley's Cut, but preferred
leaving an open-tide river to placing a lock at Lutton-Leam Sluice, as

suggested by Mr. Renuie. From this cut, upwards to the Horse-shoe,
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I proposed to deepen and regulate the channel according to his plan ;
but, instead of passing direct to Rummer's Mill, I recommended cutting

off the acute angle at the Horse-shoe, and deepening the present
channel up to the bridge at Wisbeach; and, instead of passing through
the bridge, to keep to the left, and make a new cut along the bank
on the south side of the town, and join the river again immediately
above it, so that by a ship-lock at the present bridge, and an embank-
ment and sluice, with draw-doors below the upper junction, the inter-
mediate space would be converted into a floating dock, with the upper
part of the town_on each side of it, while the river would have an open

channel through the lower part of the town, without such obstruction

as the bridge and the present crooked and confined channel oppose
against the flux and reflux of the tide and land floods. The plan was
approved by the parties interested in drainage, but the whole scheme
was postponed from the opposition of the Corporation of Wisbeach.

Early in 1822, I was applied to by that eminent barrister, Mr. William

Adam, who had the charge of the Duke of Bedford's interests in the
Fens, to make a complete survey of and report upon the river from
Crab-hole to Peterborough. For this purpose I engaged Mr. John Gibb,
whom I had many years employed on public works, and Mr. William
Swansborough, an experienced builder and drainage engineer, resident
at Wisbeach, and through them I procured complete and satisfactory

documents.

Mr. Rennie having died the preceding October, and his son (now Sir

John Rennie), a young man of promising talents, being associated with
me, we made a preliminary Report on the 26th June 1822, by which
it was shown that by making the Nene Outfall as proposed, South
Holland Sluice (a Lincolnshire drainage outlet) might be lowered six
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feet ten inches: Gunthorpe Sluices seven feet eleven inches, and the

Black Sluice four feet two inches; that in the town of Wisbeach, at

ordinary spring-tides, might be obtained from fourteen feet to fifteen

feet of water, and from eight feet to nine feet at neap-tides; and that,

by lowering the sills of the .befoer-mentioned sluices, the North Level

and South Holland would acquire, a, natural and perfect drainage.

There cannot be a stronger instance of the inconvenience and delay
experienced in bringing to bear any scheme of magnitude, in which

numerous and conflicting interests are to be consulted, than in the case

of the Nene Outfall; it has been shown that, in 1814, it was agitated,

and plans and reports obtained; that again, in 1821, it was eagerly

discussed, but it was not until. 1827 that the effectual Act .of Parlia-

ment was obtained. At this time it fortunately happened that the

Duke of Bedford, who, from his possession of Thorney-Lordship, has a

preponderating influence in the North Level, had two intelligent and

active agents in his legal adviser, Mr. Adam, and Mr. Tycho Wing (his

resident steward), who, convinced of the advantages likely to result from

this plan, not only to the Duke of Bedford, hut also to the other pro-

prietors of that Level, did not fail to persevere until they finally accom-

plished this important object; so that, in the year 1826, the mode of

taxation having been determined, and the plans and estimates for the

outfall between Crab-hole and Kinderley's Cut finally arranged, a Bill

was brought into Parliament, which, after much discussion, received

the Royal Assent on the 14th June 1827. The successful termination

of this long-debated improvement was, no doubt, hastened by the

Act for the Great Embankment which, carries a road across the Sutton
or Cross-Keys Washway; which Act, chiefly by the indefatigable

exertions of Lord William Bentinck, became a law on the 26th May

1826.
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The Nene Outfall Act having been obtained, working drawings and
specifications were immediately produced, and a contract entered into

with Messrs. Jolliffe and Banks on the 2d July 1827.

The contractors for deepening the Nene Outfall commenced opera-

tions with their usual skill and activity, and in a short time 1,100

men were employed upon the work; and Mr. William Swansborough

of Wisbeach, a man experienced in drainage operations, was, on my

recommendation, appointed resident engineer. These arrangements

being made, the excavation proceeded with rapidity and success ; and

the Duke of Bedford's judicious agent, Mr. Tycho Wing, having the

chief management on the part of the land proprietors, none of those

unpleasant altercations were experienced which too frequently occur

during the execution of fen drainages.

During the year 1828, very considerable progress was made with the

excavation, but when carried to a certain depth, the entire bottom was

found to consist (as the borings had indicated) of mud and quicksand;

it was thereupon suggested that the bottom might he scoured by the

current of the river, as had taken place in the river Ouse upon opening

the Eau-brink Cut ; and under this impression the contractors pro-
posed, that if permitted to deepen the bottom in this manner, they

would carry the cut up to Buckworth Sluice, without requiring any

additional payment; and as this would greatly improve the new river-

course, the proposal was readily accepted. All this was successfully

accomplished, so that, in the course of the year 1829, the works were

carried to Buckworth Sluice. On the 4th of June 1830, the dam at the
lower end being removed, and the upper dam on the 7th, the tide was

admitted to flow up the new cut, and this so continued until the 14th;

but while the river was permitted to pass partly down the old channel,
there was not a sufficient rush of water down the new cut to scour
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out the silt brought in by the flowing tide; so that it became absolutely

necessary to close the old channel by .making an embankment across
it, so as to turn the whole of the river down the new cut. This
I directed to be done with all possible despatch, and personally saw it
commenced. A quantity of earth had been previously deposited on
the western bank, and leave obtained to excavate back-cuttings from
the embanked lands on the eastern side. Thus aided, the contractors,

by employing about 300 workmen and 100 carts, and persevering night
and day, performed this important service in sis days ; and it may be
useful to remark, that in order to accelerate the formation of this bank,

four or five old barges or lighters were sunk across the river-course.
The embankment having been successfully completed, has on the
sea-side of it accumulated a deposit of sand and mud, which continues
rapidly to increase. At the lower end, from Skate's Corner to the
Crab-hole anchorage, the channel is formed in a direct line, and
perfectly regular. When these operations were finished, the slopes of
the new Cut were protected by rubble-stone (partly brought down the

river from Wansford, and a portion by sea from Yorkshire), and
remained without injury from the tides or land freshes in winter.

At what time and in what manner the river Nene will be improved up
to and past the town of Wisbeach, and from thence t0 Peterborough,
is very uncertain, as the inhabitants of Wisbeach still inherit a full

portion of the perverse disposition which Mr. Wells, in his History of
the Fens (Vol. 2, page 677), records as heretofore forcibly obstructing
the formation of Kinderley's Cut; instead however of the favourable
change he would willingly attribute to the present generation, an equal
degree of perverseness has Lately been shown respecting a proposed
improvement of the Woodhouse Marsh, which, although recommended

by two experienced engineers, and repeatedly opened, has been so

mismanaged by the order of the Wisbeach directors, that the whole
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work has been nearly ruined, and great expense uselessly incurred.

But this work at Woodhouse Marsh has since been finished (though

not in the most skilful manner), and is now in use. This instance,

and the violent opposition, to my plan in 1821 for a new river-course

and floating-dock, a measure calculated to improve and establish their

port as equal or superior to Lynn, may serve to characterize a people,

not only indisposed to promote the general improvement of the adjacent

country, but totally incapable of judging of what would have been

manifestly beneficial to themselves.*

* It may perhaps fairly be questioned, whether the above remarks in derogation of the
inhabitants of Wisbeach are strictly justifiable; whether the question is not one of those
in which both parties are so much interested as to leave room for moral arbitration
between them.—A civil engineer is a zealous instrument in every extensive improvement,
and the recent accession of numbers to that profession, of men who must possess much
accurate and useful knowledge, is to be deemed an equivalent (nationally speaking) for
all the losses now felt or expected from excessive speculation. But knowledge is pro-
gressive; and the existence of a body of civil engineers in England can only be dated
from the patronage of Mr. Brindley by the then Duke of Bridgwater, the spirited
projector of the Manchester canals, about the year 1760 ; and if it be true that Brindley
gained little from the study of professional books, it is also true that such books did not
then exist in the English language, and that his mind might have produced less of
originality, had his opportunity of reading been more extensive. Mr. Smeaton was con-
temporary with Brindley, equal to him perhaps as a mechanician, and had just then
proved his skill in masonry by completing the Eddystone Lighthouse. Thenceforward he
was much consulted as a civil engineer, and in concert with Messrs. Grundy and Edwards
(1761) made a report on the Witham (Boston) Drainage, then in ruinous condition.
They recommended of course to straiten and enlarge the river channel; but the doctrine
of Vermuyden prevailed with them, ' To stop the tides from Sowing at all into the new
' river, that its depth and dimensions may be preserved;' and a sea-sluice, with three pair
of doors ' pointing to seaward,' was the result. Smeaton, though much employed in
drainage operations, never seems to have detected the erroneous principle thus adopted.
Two years afterwards he reported on the Harbour of Rye in Sussex, which had been
brought into special notice by the refuge afforded to a frigate in distress, on board which
was King George I., in his passage from the Continent, in the year 1725; and an Act of
Parliament was obtained, imposing a transit-toll on all shipping which passed that port
and Dover. The Commissioners under this and a preceding Act ' for restoring the
Harbour of Rye to its ancient goodness,' were persuaded to adopt a strange method for
so doing, by digging a ship canal two miles westward, and attempting to establish a sea-
entrance near Winchelsea. On this project the transit-tolls were expended till the year
1764, and after some contest in Parliament, further continued by an Act passed in the
year 1777. But the works hitherto done being quite useless, Mr. Smeaton was con-
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The expense of executing the Nene Outfall has been about £. 200,000;

about 1,500 acres of land have been secured from the sea, by the con-

sulted in 1763, and he recommended a further effort by entirely stopping the entrance of
the old harbour, with a view of increasing the power of scouring the ship-channel, not at
all reprobating a sea-sluice erected by the Commissioners of Sewers (that is, by the land-
owners) across the river Rother, at some distance, above the town of Rye, whereby the
influx of tide was, precluded, and the harbour had been ruined for want of its natural
back-water.

About twenty years since, this sluice fell to decay, and was destroyed by a river-flood,
when the inhabitants of Rye opposed its restoration, the absence of the impediment
having, in one year, given three feet additional depth in the harbour channel, and at the
town-quay. But the wealthy proprietors of the levels effectually resisted the wish of the
inhabitants, and one of them in Parliament said It was a serious, thing to interfere with
landed property worth £.1,400,000, This assertion seems to infer a net rental of £.45,000
a year, or about 15,000 acres of land which had formerly been covered with water at
spring-tides; but this may be deemed an exaggeration suited to the occasion, and more
truly descriptive, of the entire levels than of the more recent encroachments by which
the harbour of Rye was finally destroyed.

The sequel of the Rye Harbour experiment is very instructive. The piers and wharf and
sluices had been so completely silted up, that the masonry was dug out, and the stones
sold, some years before the above question was discussed in Parliament.

A similar transit-toll created the Ramsgate basin, which, as a harbour of refuge, is but
of questionable benefit. Mr. Smeaton was there successful in establishing an effectual
back-water for scouring away the loose sand brought in by every tide, and the essential
part of the work was finished under his direction in the year 1791; but the tolls were
continued by a new Act, and have been levied ever since to the amount of half a million
of money; more than £.9,000 a year has been expended in harbour masonry, and nearly
£.4,000 a year in the collection and general management of the tax thus levied on
commerce; a striking example of the injustice consequent on transit-tolls, which are
not easily removed when once established.—At. Dover (between the before-mentioned
towns) the attempts to keep open the harbour entrance had been founded on inveterate
error, when Mr. Telford (shortly "before his death) was employed there, and proposed
a plan for improvement; but with what result is yet undecided.

Finally, we must confess, as before said, from these and similar instances, that human
knowledge, especially knowledge depending on experience of facts and results which
rarely occur, is slowly progressive, and therefore that civil engineers are not infallible.
The state of their acquirements, in the year 1806, as to the effect of embankment and
back-water, may be inferred from the vague, inconsistent and unsatisfactory evidence of
those who appeared before a House of Commons' committee, then appointed to investigate
the probable effect of the embankment of Catwater (a branch of Plymouth Harbour),

To return to Wisbeach:—Mr, Telford had improvement in view (in certain prospect, he
might say), and such as must be highly beneficial to that town; but improvement involves
alteration; and the innumerable instances of well-intended labour in the fens failing of
its desired effect, added to the many instances of water diverted from its former course,
to the injury of individuals, with or without benefit to the general interests of the fens,
cannot but have sunk deeply into the minds of near spectators, whose property and
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current embankment across the formerly dangerous Washway; a great

portion of this land is now (1833) under cultivation; about 4,000 acres

welfare were hazarded by every such experiment; and referring to Mr. Telford's historical
narrative of fen-drainage, the inhabitants of Wisbeach might allege, 'That from the tune of
' Queen Elizabeth it had been attempted continually, and in various modes of disputable
' efficacy; that Mr.Telford has unquestionably been successful in opening the Nene
' Outfall, by which we acknowledge that an improved access from and to the sea has been
' obtained, and that the commerce of Wisbeach has proportionally increased; but not
' without drawback in the endangered bridge, and the expense of repairing or seeming
' our warehouses and granaries and wharf-walls, continually undercut by the reflux of the
' river-tide. Hence the balance of benefit becomes somewhat doubtful; and the improve-
' ment of the river, in making innavigable to Peterborough, might possibly transfer the
' existing trade of Wisbeaeh to that place; inasmuch as commerce often takes her station
' at the highest navigable limit, as at London, Newcastle-on-Tyne, Bristol and Glasgow.
' All property at Wisbeach might thus be depreciated by the prosperity of Peterborough;
' and although the security of the fens above Wisbeaeh would be extensively beneficial to
' the proprietors,—Who will undertake to indemnify us against detriment, if such a plan as
' Mr. Telford's, or even the modified proposal of Sir John Rennie, were carried into effect ?
' Are we not hound, in justice to ourselves and our family property, to resist such inno-
' vations to the uttermost, unless and until some satisfactory compromise can be adjusted,
' and a distinct indemnity, conformably thereto, secured to us by the same law which
' endangers our property?'

This plea opens a question which has never been placed before the public so distinctly
as its importance deserves. To understand it, we must consider with attention the extent
of national benefit which has accrued and still accrues, from the recognized absolute
power of British legislation, in binding the mutual arrangement of all joint-stock com-
panies among the proprietors themselves, and rendering them unassailable from without;
still more in granting them power to interfere with private property, and even to take
forcible possession of it, sufficiently for their purpose. To prove that the grant of such
power is one of the most beneficial functions of the British Parliament, it is only necessary
to ask oneself. What would England be now, if suddenly deprived of all the benefits
derived from such exertion of judicious despotism? Intercourse by turnpike-roads and
railways, by the Improvement of navigable rivers, and by canals, would be foreclosed,
and the most improved region upon earth relapse into comparative barbarism. Nor let it
be supposed by civil engineers, that vulgar military despotism could effect the like; their
profession owes its existence as a profession, to the steady and unimpeached power of
Parliament beneficially exercised and fully in use, during the last hundred years of English
history. Elsewhere a privileged joint-stock company may be taxed, if prosperous,—or
supplanted by the pecuniary offer of a rival association. Elsewhere the great lords, and
all other landed proprietors, would rise with one consent against their sovereign, if he
ventured to say to the Lord Bojar of Wisbeach, ' It is my pleasure that your property be
sacrificed for the benefit of others; and I authorize them to take possession of it
accordingly,'

Thus it seems to follow from the social, almost sacred, establishment of the rights of
private property, that it ought not to be depreciated, much. less be made liable to forcible
though legal seizure, without ample indemnification, even to the amount of twice its value,
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more will be gained in a few years, in consequence of the diversion of

the channel from the ancient estuary ; but this acquisition is as nothing
compared to the benefit of a natural drainage for the entire North Level,
South Holland, and the contiguous districts.*

or of the apprehended damage; and on this principle juries seem often to decide. But
in cases which, affect the welfare of a town, of a whole community, where also the damage
is future, and of uncertain amount, not only the extent, but the manner of ascertaining
and apportioning the contingent indemnity, ought to be left to the discretion of those
whose property is endangered; a discretion which will never he unreasonably, certainly
not outrageously, enforced, because it will always be conscious of its moral limit and
imbecility, if opposed to public opinion. Under such modification, the improvement of
the river Nene in its passage through Wisbeachh or near Wisbeach, is by no means
unattainable, the inhabitants having previously to consider among themselves the mode
and extent of indemnity for possible damage, should it occur.

But the supposed plea of the inhabitants of Wisbeach must not be allowed to pass
without attempt at answer, on behalf of the improvement of the navigation of the river
Nene to Peterborough. The town of Great Yarmouth, in Norfolk, relies for its prosperity
on the transhipment of all mercantile commodities to and from Norwich; and Wisbeach
cannot fail to become another Yarmouth, whenever the population of the fens shall
increase from the. effects of improved drainage, and when Peterborough, like Norwich,
shall become a central station of inland traffic, (extending perhaps to Leicester), with equal
advantage to the prosperity of Wisbeach. For it is not likely that large sea-borne shipping
will ever be enabled to penetrate above Wisbeach, and even prohibition against such
a contingency might not be an unreasonable safeguard or compromise, were the projected
improvement of the river Nene navigation to be carried fully into effect, with the appro-
bation of all parties.

Still further might be urged, on behalf of the good people of Wisbeach, the recent
example afforded at Lynn, where the enlargement of the Eau-brink Cut has unintentionally
and unexpectedly directed the outfall current aside from an extensive range of quays, which
are already become inaccessible to shipping; and the attempt to prevent further deviation,
by timber jettees on the opposite side of the river, is but a weak expedient opposed to the
force of so vast a body of water as is accumulated by a tide which rises from 10 to 15 feet
perpendicular, and its downward reflux sometimes prolonged by the discharge of inland
floods. Still more forcible is the plea for contingent indemnity at Wisbeach, inasmuch as
no such injury was apprehended at Lynn by the Navigation Commissioners, who on the
contrary feared that the quays, and even the town of Lynn itself, might be gradually
swept away, should the current have taken an opposite direction.

Thus hazardous to private property are fen improvements; and it is not improbable when
Denver Sluice near Downham shall be removed, and the tide flows up to Ely, that the
old river channel, towards the lower termination of the.Eau-brink Cat, must be resumed, if
means can be devised for regulating the quantity of water discharged by it and by the
Eau-brink Cut, so as to obtain a power of regulating the direction of the outfall current,
as affecting the important interests of the town of Lynn Regis.

* In the Appendix (G.) will be found a full account of the effect produced by this
outfall, by a friend who accompanied me in August 1830, containing his very judicious
observations upon drainage generally.
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NORTH LEVEL DRAINAGE.

The formerly impeded outfall of the river Nene, at Sutton Wash way,
choking and impounding the water upon the sill of Gunthorpe Sluice

(which was eleven feet three inches above low-water at Crab-hole), it
was but too often felt that even with the aid of windmills and a steam-
engine, every district of the North Level was in imminent danger of

sustaining serious damage. In my Report to the North Level commis-
sioners of the 18th November 1828, it was stated that, in consequence
of the recent improvement of the Nene Outfall, Gunthorpe Sluice might
be lowered about eight feet, and thereby a natural drainage be obtained
for all the lands between Morton's Learn and the river Welland;—as is
proved by the following extract from that Report: ' Having considered

' the plan and levels taken by Messrs. Swansborough and Pear, I have

' to state the following results: at Crab-hole' (a well-known anchorage
in the Wash, sis miles distant from the Sutton Washway, or rather

from the present causeway and bridge near Long Button, by which that
dangerous passage has recently been superseded), ' low-water has been
' determined, by repeated levelling, to be eleven feet three inches below

' the sill of the Lutton-Leam Sluice, and the acclivity of the new river-
' bed being at the rate of four inches in a mile, it rises 28 inches in
' the distance from Crab-hole to Gunthorpe Sluice, being seven miles ;
' from Gunthorpe Sluice to Clows Cross the distance upwards is eight

' miles and a quarter, so that the rise in the bed of the intended drain,
' at four inches .per mile, will be two feet nine inches, making from

' Crab-hole (in about 15 miles) five feet one inch. The surface of the
' fen land at Clows Cross is nearly 14 feet above the before-mentioned
' outfall (assumed to be at Crab-hole), or about eight feet above the
' proposed sill of the sluice at Clows Cross ; so that, admitting the

' depth of water on the sill to be three feet (found by experience to be
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' sufficient for the drainage), the surface of the land remains five feet

' above that of the water.

' The surface of the land in Tyd and Newton Fen is 10 feet above

' low-water at .the outfall, and distant from it 12 miles, in which the rise

' will be four feet, and allowing three feet water in the drain, the surface

' of the ground remains three feet above it. The land at Knar-Cross

' is 21 miles from Crab-hole, and 13 feet above low-water; and being

' distant six., miles from Clows Cross, an acclivity of three inches in

' a mile upwards from thence, with an allowance of three feet of water

' on the sill of the sluice at Clows Cross, will leave the water surface

' at Knar-Cross two feet six inches below the land.

' The land in the North Fen is nine feet six inches above the intended

' sill at Clows Cross; and allowing three feet of water on the sill, and

' a rise of three inches per mile above Clows Cross, at the distance of

' four miles, the surface of the land will be five feet sis inches above

' the water in the drain adjoining.

' In Low-Borough Fen the surface of the land is 14 feet above low-

' water, or eight feet above the sill at Clows Cross, from which it is

' distant eight miles; and allowing an acclivity of three inches per

' mile, as before, with three feet of water on the sill, the surface of the

' land will be three feet above the water in the adjoining drain.

' The sills of the Outfall sluice and of Cipws. Cross sluice are laid twelve

' inches above the rise, estimated at four inches per mile ; therefore one

' foot is lost in these calculations from what would otherwise be the

' height of the land surface above water in the drains. The land-freshes,

' from observation during the former state of the river channel, adjacent
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' to the site, of the sluice, rise only three feet upon the Old Gunthorpe

' Sluice, and the bed of the river is about the same level as the sluice.

' When freshes in the river run three feet in depth, there would only be

' two feet on the new sill ; and as the water in the river is calculated at
' three feet, there will be one foot of head to discharge the interior

' waters from the drains; but it mast be considered that the actual
' outfall is obstructed by the tidal waters during many hours in every

' tide, and from this cause, admitting the discharge of the river between

' Gunthorpe Sluice and Crab-hole in the Wash in great freshes to require

' a fall of eight inches in a mile, or double the inclination of its bed, then

' an additional head of water to the amount of two feet four inches will

' be required in the course of the. drain, and one foot four inches imme-

' diately above the sluice, to discharge the interior waters into the river ;
' but even in this extreme case, the water in the drain will be eight inches

' below the surface of. the lowest land in Tyd andiNewton Fen, and

' proportionally more than eight inches in every other situation which
' has been described.

' It remains only to specify the dimensions assignable to the several

' drains. From Gunthorpe Sluice to Clows Cross, the bottom width of

' the new drain is 40 feet (with sufficient side-slopes), gradually dimi-

' nishing in its passage upwards to 30 feet, at Clows Cross; thus far the
' acclivity being (as already stated) four inches in a mile. From Clows

' Cross to the Black horse Sluice, the bottom width of the new South
' Eau is 30 feet, gradually diminishing in its passage upwards to 24 feet,
' with side-slopes of two to one, and an acclivity diminishing to three

' inches in a mile. The New Wryde drain, from Clows Cross to its

' junction with the Old Wryde stream, has 30 feet width of bottom,

' diminishing in its passage upwards to 24 feet, with side-slopes of two

' to one, and an acclivity of three inches in a mile. The Drain, from
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' Old Wryde to Knar-Cross, has a 34 feet wide bottom, diminishing

' upwards to 20, with an acclivity of three inches in a mile.' *

From the foregoing statement, it was evident that the whole of the
North Level (including Portsand) might obtain a natural drainage,

whereby the expense and uncertain effect of 30 windmills would be
obviated. In 1830 an Act for this drainage was obtained, and the

excavations immediately commenced. Power had previously been
obtained to construct an outfall sluice, which was successfully com-
pleted under the immediate superintendence of Messrs. Swansborough

and Pear, the last a veteran director of fen drainage.

I cannot, I confess, without some self-complacency, reflect upon the

success of my drainage operations in the North Level, having thus
recalled (as it were) into use the aid of a natural outfall, which had not
only been neglected or forgotten, hut even systematically impeded by a

labyrinth of drains and sluices, the expense of maintaining which had

been such as to persuade the Fen proprietors to estimate these subordinate
inland expedients as essentials, instead of adjuncts to the better principle,

of admitting freely the scouring force of the influx and reflux of the

tide.

In conclusion, I cannot but repeat, that the complete success of this
valuable improvement is chiefly attributable to the enlightened and

* It is quite vexatious throughout this detail, to encounter perpetually the words
Acclivity and Declivity, which (like the fabulous shield, gilt on one side, silvered on the
other) change places as we look up or do-cm a river; and the word Inclination (by which
Mr. Telford sometimes seeks to combine the two former words) has other meanings, which
prevent its convenient application to this purpose. Dropping the first syllables, Ac
and De, the word becomes Clivity, fairly derived from the same Latin word (Clivus).
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liberal conduct of the Duke of Bedford, and his agents, Mr. Tycho Wing

and Mr. William Adam, who had the sole management.*

OF HARBOURS.

Connected with the improvement of river outfalls, are such improve-
ments of harbours in the estuaries of rivers as have been made from

plans furnished by me, and executed under my directions. Of these,

two of considerable importance are on the east coast of Scotland; one
at the city of Aberdeen, the other at the town of Dundee; and as I was

first employed at Aberdeen, I shall begin with that harbour accordingly.

ABERDEEN HARBOUR.

[See Plate 35.]

The city of Aberdeen is situated on a projecting part of the east

coast of Scotland, in 59° 9' north latitude, and 2° 8' west longitude,
and is 106 miles from Edinburgh. It is the principal town of an
extensive county, and is, in fact, two conjoint towns, the Old and the

New. The former was long considered the principal town in the north
of Scotland, being frequently the seat of royalty, and not seldom plun-
dered by foreign enemies and domestic factions. Its earliest charter

The want of such obvious introduction of the word Clvity has produced in railroad
discussions the newly-invented word Gradient, which, ought to be superseded by the
word Clivity, and dismissed from the vocabulary of civil engineers. In road-making a
similar difficulty, and one more easily removed, occurs, in saying toor from any place;
the proper phrase is, "the road between London and Croydon."

* In the Appendix (G.) will be found a valuable memoir, and other papers, furnished
by Mr. Tycho Wing, who, residing at Thorney Abbey, in the middle of the North Level,
had full opportunity of witnessing the progress and effect of practical operations.
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